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Economic crime is a persistent and rising threat to businesses
in Ireland. A third (34%) of Irish respondents reported
economic crime in the last two years which is an increase
from 26% reported in 2014 and 2012 (36% globally in 2016).
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Of the economic crime reported, asset misappropriation
remains the number one type of economic crime
experienced in Ireland (53%) and globally (64%). This
followed cybercrime, accounting fraud and money
laundering.
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Cybercrime continues to be a threat to all businesses in
Ireland and is the second most reported crime in this
year’s survey (44%) (Globally 32%).
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The cost of economic crime is significant and increasing.
We estimate that the average cost of fraud on an
organisation as a result of economic crime has increased
from €498k in 2014 to €1.7m in 2016.
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Boards are not paying enough attention to cyberreadiness. Less than half (41%) of Board members are
requesting information on the cyber-readiness of their
organisation within a given year.

Economic crime
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Cybercrime is perceived as the highest risk to Irish businesses
in the next 2 years (36%), followed by asset misappropriation
(18%), money laundering (11%) and procurement fraud
(11%).
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Opportunity to commit fraud assisted by poor
control environments is cited as the main driver
for internal economic crime in Ireland (91%).
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9

Fraud risk assessments are not being carried out as often
as they should. In Ireland, nearly a quarter (22%) of
respondents have not performed a fraud risk assessment
in the last two years.

The two biggest challenges for effective Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) compliance cited by financial services
firms in Western Europe are the pace of regulatory change
(25%) and complying with AML requirements from
multiple jurisdictions (17%).

Top 3 economic crimes in Ireland
Asset Misappropriation

Cybercrime

Accounting Fraud

Global: 64%

Global: 32%

Global: 18%

53%

44% 18%
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Foreward
I am pleased to present the findings of the
PwC 2016 Irish Economic Crime Survey,
conducted as part of the PwC 2016 Global
Economic Crime Survey.
The survey is conducted biannually and is one
of the most comprehensive studies of
economic crime in the business world. This
year, we had 6,337 responses from 115
countries around the world. In Ireland, over
100 people responded from all key sectors and
represent a mix of listed, private and public
sector organisations.
For the purpose of the survey, economic crime
is defined as ‘the intentional use of deceit to
deprive another of money, property or a legal
right’. An economic crime often results in
significant financial loss and reputational
damage. In this report, we have used the
terms ‘fraud’ and ‘economic crime’
interchangeably for ease of understanding.
This year’s survey highlights that economic
crime continues to be a major concern for
organisations of all sizes and in virtually every
sector. The incidence of economic crime in
Ireland has risen significantly in the period,
along with the associated financial losses. The
most common type of fraud in Ireland is still
asset misappropriation, with cybercrime a
close second.

Ciarán Kelly
Partner, Head of Advisory,
PwC Ireland
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Our survey this year focuses on three core
areas – Cybercrime, Anti-Money Laundering
and Ethics & Compliance programmes – and
explores certain common themes, including
managing the risks associated with the spread
of technology, what it means to conduct
business responsibly across a widening
business landscape and integrating ethical
conduct into decision-making.
The theme of our report is opportunity – not
only the opportunities that enable economic
crimes to be perpetrated, but more
importantly, the opportunities available to
organisations to proactively counter these
issues. By focusing on things you can’t control
(like the continuity of economic crime), we
hope to emphasise the things you can –
implementing measures that can not only
reduce risks, but also benefit your business.
We would like to thank all the Irish
participants in the 2016 survey. We hope the
information within this report will provide
valuable insight and practical advice on how
organisations can continue their efforts to
combat fraud and other economic crimes.
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The scale and extent
of economic crime in
Ireland
In Ireland, over one third (34%) of
organisations surveyed had experienced
economic crime in the last 24 months, as
reported by 101 Irish respondents in
PwC’s 2016 Global Economic Crime
Survey.
Ireland has seen an increase in reported
economic crime (increase of 8%)
compared to the previous three surveys.
In fact, while globally the level of
economic crime has levelled out, in
Ireland it has increased to point that it has
almost reached the global level (36%).
Does this mean there is more economic
crime in Ireland, or higher levels of
detection?
Globally, over a third (36%) of
organisations surveyed were victims of
economic crime. This is consistent with
2014 where 37% of organisations
reported being victims of economic
crime.
Of the 34% of Irish respondents who had
experienced economic crime in the last 2
years, over half (59%) reported that their
organisation had been subject to less than
10 instances of economic crime, 18%
reported between 11-50 instances, 6%
reported between 51 and 100 instances,
3% reported over 100 instances, while
another 3% reported over 1,000 instances
in the period.
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Fig. 1: Rising economic crime in Ireland
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Since the first global economic crime
survey in 2001, three types of fraud have
consistently registered as leaders among
respondents – asset misappropriation,
bribery & corruption and accounting
fraud. We added cybercrime as a distinct
classification in 2012 and this year’s
results show that a high level of
cybercrime has persisted as a continuing
threat in Ireland over the last two years,
with 44% of business affected.
Nearly 1 in 2 organisations in Ireland
indicated they have been affected by
cybercrime in the last 24 months.

26%
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Fig. 2: Types of economic crime reported

Asset misappropriation
Cybercrime
Accounting fraud
Money laundering
Intellectual property (IP) infringement
Mortgage fraud
Human resources fraud
Procurement fraud
Bribery and corruption
Espionage
Competition/
Anti-Trust Law infringement
Ireland 2016
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Ireland 2014
Global 2016

Insider trading
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In the past two years, the top five
economic crimes in Ireland were asset
misappropriation (53%), cybercrime
(44%), accounting fraud (18%), money
laundering (15%) and intellectual
property (IP) infringement (9%).
Asset misappropriation has decreased in
the period from 75% down to 53% this
year. Asset misappropriation has
traditionally been regarded as the easiest
of frauds to detect, thus its prevalence in
our survey from year to year is generally
predictable. Globally, since 2010, we have
seen a downward trend in the reported
rates of this particular crime. This does
not necessarily equate to a tightening of
organisational controls: it could rather
mean that complacency is setting in – and
what was once the easiest crime to detect
is slowly becoming less so.
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The instances of cybercrime remained at
a very high level in the two year period
and cybercrime remained the second
most common type of fraud after asset
misappropriation.

Clearly improved economic conditions as
well as increased regulation and
compliance measures have contributed to
some reductions in economic crime.

Interestingly, there were more instances
of cybercrime in Ireland this year (44%)
compared to the global average (32%).

“In Ireland
the instance
of cybercrime
remained at a very
high level in the
two year period
and cybercrime
remained the
second most
common type of
fraud after asset
misappropriation.”

Four types of economic crime increased
in the period: accounting fraud (up from
15% to 18%), IP infringement (up from
5% to 9%), bribery and corruption (up
from 5% to 6%) and procurement fraud
(up from 5% to 6%). Certain other types
of economic crime have reduced in
frequency over this period, including
mortgage fraud (down 19%), money
laundering (down 10%), competition law/
anti-trust law (down 10%) and tax fraud
(down 5%).
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The Damage

As in previous years, our survey reveals
that the cost of fraud both in financial
and non-financial terms can have a
serious impact on organisations.

Fig. 3: Financial impact on organisations

Less than €46,000

Financial Impact
Organisations often don’t grasp the true
financial impact of an economic crime
until after it has happened. The results
of our survey this year shows that the
financial cost of fraud on Irish
organisations has risen. The cost of
economic crime is significant and
increasing. Based on the results from
the last two surveys, we estimate that
the average cost of fraud on an
organisation has increased from €498k
in 2014 to €1.7m in 2016. Of those
affected by economic crime, almost half
(42%) believed the total cost of
economic crime to their organisation
over the past two years was between
€92,000 and €92 million. In our last
survey, no organisation in Ireland
reported a loss of over €4.6 million
while this time 3% of organisations
affected by fraud reported a financial
impact of more than this.

€46,000 to < €92,000

€92,000 to < €920,000

€920,000 to < €4,600,000

€4,600,000 to < €92,000,000
Ireland 2016
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The chart above indicates, of those
respondents who had been victims of
fraud in the period:
• 51% reported a financial impact of less
than €92,000
• 33% reported a financial impact of
between €92,000 and €920,000
• 6% reported a financial impact of
between €920,000 and €4.6m
• 3% reported a financial impact of over
€4.6m
• 6% reported that they were not aware
of the exact amount lost
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“The cost of economic
crime is significant
and increasing. We
estimate that the
average cost of fraud
on an organisation
has increased from
€498k in 2014 to
€1.7m in 2016.”

Collateral Damage
Economic loss is not the only concern that
companies face when they have been the
victim of fraud. We also asked
organisations about the non-financial
damage they had suffered and what
impact economic crime had on their
reputation, share price, employee morale,
business relations and relations with
regulators.
Irish respondents confirmed that, where
fraud had taken place, it had a significant
or high impact, primarily on business
relations (12%) and reputation/brand
strength (12%). They believed there to be
a medium to high impact on employee
moral (30%), business relations (24%),
reputation and brand strength (18%) and
relations with regulators (12%).
Strikingly, the majority of respondents
believed there to be little or no impact on
their organisation as a result of having
experienced economic crime.

“Irish companies may
not fully appreciate the
non-financial impact
of fraud on their
organisation.”

This is much lower if we look at the global
results. Globally, respondents
acknowledged a high impact on their
organisation in the majority of these
categories compared to those in Ireland.
They believe there to have been a medium
to high impact on employee moral (44%),
business relations (32%), reputation and
brand strength (32%) and relations with
regulators (27%).
Irish companies may not fully appreciate
the non-financial impact of fraud on their
organisation.

Fig. 4: Collateral damage:
Ireland
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Future Watch

In addition to looking at economic crimes
suffered in the past two years in Ireland
we asked our respondents to look forward
and tell us which economic crimes they
believe pose the highest risks to their
companies in the coming years. As
expected, respondents said that they
expected their organisations to
experience more fraud in the coming
periods, in particular cybercrime (36%),
asset misappropriation (18%), money
laundering (11%) and procurement fraud
(11%).
Organisations believe that the majority of
other types of economic crime, including
asset misappropriation, human resources
fraud and tax fraud, will be a lower risk to
their business over the next two years.
Cybercrime was perceived as the highest
risk to Irish businesses in the future
(36%). Cyber risk has steadily increased
(2012: 25%, 2014: 27%, 2016: 36%). The
awareness of cybercrime as a risk to
business has increased steadily since our
2012 survey, which is consistent with the
global survey results. This may be
reflective of cybercrime having a higher
profile in the media, the occurrence of a
number of high provide incidents, as well
as increased focus from regulators.

Fig. 5: Expectations of economic crime in the future
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“Cybercrime was
perceived as the
highest risk to Irish
businesses in the
future (36%).”
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Detecting
economic crime

We have classified economic crime
detection methods into three categories:
corporate controls, corporate culture and
events beyond the influence of
management. Figure 6 displays the
methods by which fraud at organisations
was detected.
Economic crime continues to persist
across all industries, despite the best
efforts of organisations, regulators and
anti-fraud practitioners. The survey
results can help uncover not only
potentially troublesome red flags and
trends but they can also serve as
important indicators of areas of
opportunity for forward-thinking
organisations to try to increase their
economic crime prevention and detection
measures.
Respondents reported decreases in
certain detection methods this year such
as suspicious transaction reporting
(decreased from 38% to 21%) and
corporate security incorporating both IT
and physical security (decreased from 6%
to 3%).

Fig. 6: Fraud detection methods
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There has been a rise in detection via
other corporate controls, including data
analytics (3% increase), fraud risk
management (2% increase) and internal
audit (3% increase).
The survey highlights a significant
increase in detecting fraud through
external tip offs (15%). Additionally,
there were increases in both “Don’t know”
(2% increase) and “By accident” (3%
increase) responses this year. This signals
that a more comprehensive approach is
required in the area of fraud detection
within organisations.

Investigative media
% 0

Global 2016
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Irish organisations should consider using
data analytics, incorporating threat
intelligence more than they are currently.
Only 3% of companies used data analytics
to detect fraud compared to their global
counterparts (7%). This, in our
experience, is an underutilised control
method and it has been proven to be a
very useful preventative method to
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identify the threat of fraud to the
organisation. In addition, there have been
significant innovations in fraud detection
in the FinTech space which should also be
considered to improve an organisations
controls and detection methods.
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Fraud Risk Assessment
Over one in five (22%) of respondents
said that they had not performed a fraud
risk assessment in the last two years,
which mirrored the global level (22%).
On a positive note, 28% of respondents
said that their organisation performs
annual fraud risk assessments (compared
with 24% in 2014) while 19% of
respondents said that their organisation
performs such assessments more often
(22% in 2014).
While we see increases in fraud risk
assessments, they are still not performed
as regularly as they should be. They are a
key fraud detection method and when
performed regularly, can greatly increase
both the prevention and detection of
fraud.

“In Ireland, 22% of
respondents had not
performed a fraud risk
assessment in the last
two years. Fraud risk
assessments are not
being carried out as
often as they should.”
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A fraud risk
assessment should:
• Identify the potential inherent fraud
risks
• Assess the likelihood and significance
of occurrence of the identified risks
• Evaluate which people and
departments are most likely to commit
fraud and identify methods they are
likely to use
• Identify and map existing preventative
and detective controls to the relevant
fraud risks
• Evaluate whether relevant controls
and processes are effectively designed
to address identified fraud risks
• Identify and evaluate residual fraud
risks resulting from ineffective or
non-existent controls
• Respond to residual fraud risks

Data Analytics:
An underutilised tool to combat economic crime
Technology can be a part of the solution
to combat economic crime, even for
companies with limited resources. Today
there are sophisticated tools, including
big data analytics capable of much more
effective monitoring, which can help
bring compliance closer to operations, by
handling different types of data.
Outside of suspicious transaction
reporting, monitoring systems which are
used primarily by financial services
clients, very few organisations are using
these kinds of technologies to help detect
and prevent economic crime. Currently
only 3% of respondents referred to data
analytics as a means of detecting fraud in
their organisation in Ireland.

Of course the solution is not just
technology. Organisations who gather
data don’t always gather or use the right
data. Data is more than numbers: it can
also serve as a link to crucial insight on
trends and behaviours, as well as
early-warning signs of potential trouble.
Some organisations are using data
dashboards that connect into the
appropriate management structure,
where it is interpreted, then fed back into
the business. These companies then
spend time looking at how decisions are
made and are able to fine-tune their
programmes appropriately.

When it comes to proactive fraud
detection, rather than apply a series of red
flag tests to transactions, companies can
statistically model supplier or employee
activity using cluster analysis to detect
behaviours that differ significantly from
the norm. Increased regulatory scrutiny
has elevated the need to look beyond
whistle-blowers or ‘smoking guns’ as a
way of uncovering bribery and
corruption.
In addition to traditional screening and
searching through transactions,
advanced and innovative techniques are
being used to uncover previously
undetected relationships or patterns.

Fraud Detection:
The FinTech Space
FinTech is a new term that has become a
common talking point in financial circles
over the recent past. Fundamentally it is a
pseudonym for an ecosystem of firms that
are looking to solve a set of business
problems in financial services by
leveraging cutting edge technology.

Big Data analytics focuses on real time
detection of operational risks such as
fraud and AML. It provides risk
information within seconds of an incident
occurring allowing the customer to
mitigate the risk before the exposure
grows.

Blockchain, at its simplest level, is a
secure distributed ledger and it records a
sequential set of events. These events can
be transactions, user interactions, trades
or just data that we don’t want other
people to modify without being detected.
It has been noted as having the potential
to reduce fraud in cross border payments.
Blockchain technology allows payment
validation within minutes with extremely
limited risk for tampering.

The FinTech revolution is developing at a
startling rate leveraging creative
approaches developed by the sharpest
minds in the industry. PwC is playing a
leading and a supporting role in the sector
and can provide clarity on how FinTech
innovators can link to your company.
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Profile of a Fraudster

A rule of thumb in fighting
economic crime is the same as in
any battle: Know your enemy!
We asked respondents whose
organisations had experienced economic
crime to profile the main perpetrator of
the most serious fraud they had faced.
External perpetrators continue to
dominate the profile of fraudsters acting
against organisations in Ireland, albeit at
a significantly lower reported rate than in
previous years (50% in comparison with
65% in 2014). Of the external
perpetrators committing fraud,
respondents said that 29% were
customers. This is slightly higher but
generally in line with the global findings
(25%).
Internal perpetrators continue to
represent a persistent threat to
organisations in Ireland, albeit at a lower
reported rate than in previous years (32%
in comparison with 35% in 2014). Almost
two-thirds of internal perpetrators
originate from lower management (64%).
This finding may point to a potential
weakness in internal controls whereby
these measures serve as tick-the-box
exercises rather than effective processes
embedded into an organisation’s culture.
This is further suggested by the fact that
22% of respondents had not carried out a
fraud risk assessment in the last 24
months, a further 28% only carry out
such assessments annually while 19% did
not know if they had carried out a fraud
risk assessment or not.
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Fig. 5: Main perpetrators of fraud
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Anti-fraud practitioners commonly refer
to a “Fraud Triangle” – the three elements
that are often present when a perpetrator
commits fraud: pressure, opportunity and
rationalisation. While it may not be a
surprise that “opportunity” was said to be
the overwhelming factor contributing to
internal fraud being committed in
Ireland, it’s important to keep in mind
that, of the three factors, opportunity is
the single key factor within an
organisation’s control. If an organisation
can limit the opportunity, they may be
able to stop the fraud before it starts.
An overwhelming majority of
respondents (91%) said that the
“opportunity or ability to commit crime”
was what they believed to be the main
reason the economic crime was
committed by internal perpetrators.
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Most likely characteristics of internal
fraudster in Ireland
Male
(70%)
31 to 40
years old
(55%)

Junior
management
(64%)

More than 10
years of service
(45%)

Secondary level education or equivalent (64%)

There was an increase in the engagement of external specialist
forensics investigators (increase from 15% in 2014 to 24% in
2016) to investigate the fraud. A slight decrease was noted in the
use of internal resources to perform an initial investigation
(from 77% to 74%).
The actions taken by organisations against internal perpetrators
include the following:
• 64% were dismissed
• 64% informed law enforcement
• 18% launched civil action including recoveries
• 19% notified regulatory authorities
• In 9% cases, no action was taken
With the exception of informing law enforcement (up 7%) all of
the other actions were down from 2014 which may indicate an
increased reluctance of organisations to take action against
fraudsters.
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Cybercrime: Risks and
Opportunities

Cybercrime is not an IT problem.
Technology today is so deeply woven into
virtually every facet of most organisations
that crimes committed through the
medium of IT can only be considered as a
fundamental business problem – one that
technology cannot be relied upon to solve
(or resolve).
For the purposes of our survey, we define
cybercrime as:
“An economic offence committed using the
computer and internet. Typical instances of
cybercrime are the distribution of viruses,
illegal downloads of media, phishing and
pharming and theft of personal
information such as bank account details.
This excludes routine fraud whereby a
computer has been used as a by-product in
order to create the fraud and only includes
such economic crimes where computer,
internet or use of electronic media and
devices is the main element and not an
incidental one.”
This is a standard definition of
cybercrime, as there is no globally
accepted standard definition of
cybercrime available.
For the third survey in a row, cybercrime
ranked as the second most prevalent Irish
economic crime. Of the 34% of Irish
respondents who had experienced
economic crime in the last 2 years, nearly
half (44%) confirmed that their
organisation had been the victim of
cybercrime compared with only a quarter
in 2012. This is concerning since we must
also consider that a significant percentage
of respondents who did not report a
cybercrime may also have suffered an
event – and not even known about it.
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Cybercrime continues to threaten
nearly 1 in 2 Irish organisations
Reported cybercrime in Ireland has
remained high (44%) when compared
with 2014 (45%) and 2012 (25%). Irish
organisations reported a high impact of
the following in their organisations as a
result of cybercrime:

Theft or loss
of personal
identifying
information

Reputational
damage

16%

Service
disruption

15%

Legal,
investment
and/or
enforcement
costs

10%

12%

Intellectual
Property (IP)
theft,
including theft
of data

9%

Expanding the definition

Threat vectors:
The five categories

We have come a long way from the days of teenaged
hackers stealing bank cards. There’s been a
significant and laudable increase in awareness and
sophistication in detecting the identity of an attacker.

Nation states:

Over the last few years, cyber economic crime has
evolved to a point where one could segment it into
two distinct categories:
1. The kind that steal money and damage
reputations; and
2. The kind that can lay waste to an entire business.
Cyber fraud
Profitable cybercrime, such as identity and payment
card theft, are the events that tend to make most of
the headlines. While these breaches can be
spectacular, often measured in many millions of
Euros (and victims), they rarely pose an existential
threat to companies.
Transfer of wealth/intellectual property (IP)
attacks
The most critical economic crime facing
organisations is that of international cyber
espionage: the theft of critical IP – trade secrets,
product information, negotiating strategies and the
like. Cyber professionals call such breaches
“extinction-level events”, and for good reason.

Threats include espionage and cyber warfare;
victims include government agencies, infrastructure,
energy and IP-rich organisations.
Insiders:
Not only your employees but also trusted third
parties with access to sensitive data who are not
directly under your control.
Organised crime syndicates:
Threats include theft of financial or personally
identifiable information (sometimes with the
collusion of insiders); victims include financial
institutions, retailers, medical and hospitality
companies.
Hacktivists:
Threats include service disruptions or reputational
damage; victims include high-profile organisations
and governments; any organisation can become a
victim.
Terrorists:
Threats include disruption and cyber warfare;
victims include government agencies, infrastructure
and energy.
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The financial impact of cybercrime

Fig. 6: Financial Impact of Cybercrime

This year’s survey again confirms the
financial impact of this crime on
businesses in Ireland. For the majority of
organisations who were the victim of
cybercrime in the period, the financial
impact to their organisations was less
than €46,000. However 15% of those
organisations incurred a financial impact
of between €46,000 and €92,000.

Less than €46,000

Between €46,000
and €92,000
Between €92,000
and €920,000

Of those affected by cybercrime in the
period, nearly one in five (18%) incurred
losses of between €92,000 and €4.6m.

Between €920,000
and €4,600,000

Nearly two-thirds (63%) of respondents
believed the threat of cybercrime would
come from external sources whereas a
quarter (26%) believed both external and
internal sources would be at play.
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The threat and associated cost of
cybercrime to your organisation is one
that shouldn’t be taken lightly.

It is vital that boards incorporate
cybercrime into their routine risk
assessments. Senior management should
continually ask themselves if they are
adequately prepared to deal with
potential cyber incidents.
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While we have seen major improvements
in sophistication and cyber-readiness
since our last survey, most companies are
still not adequately prepared either to
understand the risks they face or to
manage incidents effectively. Despite
significant and growing threats, too few
boards appear to fully understand and
appreciate the threat of cybercrime. This
year’s results indicate that nearly one in
five (18%) do not request information on
cyber readiness, whilst a further 12%
have not considered the need to request
this information. So less than half (41%)
of board members are requesting
information on the cyber-readiness of
their organisation within a given year.
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Board members
have not considered
the need for
this information

Board Members’ concern for cyberreadiness

Fig. 7: Frequency of Board Members’ requests for information on
organisations’ cyber-readiness

Board members
do not request
this information

The Disconnect

Global 2016

“Less than half (41%) of board members are
requesting information on the cyber-readiness
of their organisation within a given year.”

Fig.8: Composition of first response team

IT Security
IT staff with understanding
of our entity/organisations IT
environment
Senior level management
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Human resources representative
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Other
% 0

Composition of First Response
Teams
Only 41% of respondents said they had
fully trained first responders to mobilise
should a technology breach occur: too
many organisations are leaving first
response to their IT teams without
adequate intervention or support from
other key players.
The composition of these response teams
is often fundamentally flawed, which
ultimately affects the handling of
breaches. While IT and Senior
Management have a critical role to play in
detecting and attempting to deflect an
attack, only 25% of Irish first response
teams had legal representatives, 13% had
human resource representatives and 11%
had digital forensic investigators. These
results indicate that organisations are too
reliant on IT and need a more balanced
mix of skills in dealing with cyber
incidents.

Global 2016
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Having said that, Irish organisations are
doing better by having more senior level
management participation on their first
response teams (70%) compared to their
global counterparts (46%).
At a time when the scope, scale and
sophistication of cyber risks faced by
companies continues to rise, what’s
needed to combat this growing threat is
not a digital strategy, but a business
strategy for the digital age – one more
focused on managing risks than on
remediating incidents.
The worst time to realise that plans are
inadequate is when a crisis occurs. Our
survey results point to organisations in
Ireland having a bias towards a focus on
remediating incidents retroactively than
on managing them proactively.
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Only 39% of respondents reported having
a fully operational incident response plan.
Almost a third (28%) have no plan in
place with more than one in ten (12%) of
these not even intending on
implementing one.
While 54% of Irish respondents reported
that they had not been victims, in our
experience a fair percentage of these
organisations could have been
compromised without being aware of the
fact. Over one in ten (12%) of Irish
respondents admitted that they were
unaware whether they had experienced a
cybercrime or not.
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From crisis to opportunity
A cyber corporate crisis can be one of the
most challenging and complicated that
any organisation will face. They require
strategies around investigation and
communication, as well as significant
forensic and analytical capabilities. In
today’s risk landscape, a company’s
degree of readiness to handle a cyber
crisis can be a marker of competitive
advantage and ultimately ensure its
survival.

Cybersecurity threats and mitigations
are the responsibility of the entire
organisation:
Executive level
• Institute sound cybersecurity strategy
• Ensure quality information is received and assimilated regularly
• Implement user security awareness programmes
• Enable strategy-based spending on security
Audit and Risk
• Ensure a thorough understanding and coverage of technology risks
• Conduct up front due diligence to mitigate risks associated with third
parties
• Address risks associated with operational (non-financial) systems
• Address basic IT audit issues
Legal
• Track the evolving cyber-regulatory environment
• Monitor decisions made by regulators in response to cyber incidents
• Be aware of factors that can void cyber insurance
IT
• Conduct forensic readiness assessments
• Be aware of the changing threat landscape and attack vectors
• Test incident response plans
• Implement effective monitoring processes
• Employ new strategies: cyber-attack simulations, gamification of security
training and awareness sessions and security data analytics
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Ethics & Compliance:
Aligning Risks and Responsibilities
with Values and Strategy
Is your compliance function
fit-for-purpose?
Financial crime compliance risks are
showing no sign of abating. That is hardly
a surprise in a business environment
characterised by both growing
globalisation and increasingly vigilant
enforcement. Not only is the number of
compliance risks increasing, so is the
complexity of those risks and the number
of regulators.
A risk-based approach to compliance, one
that begins with a holistic understanding
of your financial crime risk, and an
understanding of where your compliance
weaknesses are, is a must-have for today’s
organisations. From that position of
clarity, you can define your roles,
responsibilities and lines of defence – and
create an effective programme that
mitigates those risks, and positions you
for reaching your business goals. This is
the strategic focus of our survey.
Opportunity (for crime) knocks –
who is listening?
Nearly half (47%) of Irish organisations
believe that they will increase their
spending to respond to the threat of
economic crime in terms of the
compliance programmes and resource
spend.
Nine out of ten (91%) Irish organisations
believe that opportunity is the main
driver of internal economic crime, far
outweighing the other two elements of
the “Fraud Triangle”, which are incentive/
pressure to perform and rationalisation of
the crime. So where is the best
opportunity to prevent economic crime?
A large majority seems to favour stronger
control environments.

Almost three quarters (72%) of Irish
respondents told us that they are relying
on their internal audit (IA) function as
part of their approach to assess the
effectiveness of their compliance
programmes.
Over three quarters (78%) of respondents
said they had a formal business ethics and
compliance programme in their
organisation (lower than the global
average of 82%). Over half (53%)
confirmed that the responsibility for this
lay with the Chief Executive Officer.

Fig.10: Methods used to ensure effectiveness of compliance
and ethics programme
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Experience shows, however, that internal
audit, while an important piece of the
framework for assessing a compliance
programme’s effectiveness, is not a
sufficient means of assuring compliance,
because it is periodic and historical.
Since prevention must occur at the point
of decision making, not after, internal
audit should be combined with
management reporting and real-time
monitoring in the business so that issues
are detected and prevented in time.
Currently only 11% of Irish respondents
say that they are using other monitoring
approaches such as data analytics.

“Only 11% of Irish
respondents say
that they are using
other monitoring
approaches such as
data analytics”.
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Code of Conduct
Although 91% of Irish organisations agreed that their organisation had a code
of conduct in place, only 61% of respondents said that training was provided
regularly and supported by regular communication and advice.
Having a recognised code of conduct is critical, but if employees do not know
how to use it in their day-to-day decision making this does little to mitigate
against compliance risks. The code and other policies need to be promoted
from the top of the organisation, and need to be embedded through training,
regular communications, reward and recognition when good decisions are
made – and disciplinary procedures when bad decisions are made.
This is especially important for organisations with operations overseas. While
appropriate training (and on-going communication with farther-flung
divisions) costs money and time, it is critical to the task of embedding the code
of conduct across all business practices and locations, especially in geographic
markets and divisions where risks of a breach are higher. This should include
better training, consistent communication and management reporting. But it
should also include an understanding that country risks are not created equal
and that a sophisticated global compliance programme must be fine-tuned to
the specific realities on the ground.

Anti-Money Laundering:
are you prepared to respond
to the fast-changing
regulatory environment?
Money laundering destroys value. It
facilitates economic crime and criminal
activities including terrorism, drug
trafficking, corruption, tax evasion and
human trafficking. It can also seriously
damage an organisation’s reputation and
its bottom line. Global money-laundering
transactions are estimated at $1-2 trillion
annually. According to the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), less
than one per cent of global illicit financial
flows are currently seized by authorities.
Given the recent increase in terrorist
attacks, money laundering and terrorist
financing are increasingly on the radar of
governments across the globe.
Anti-Money Laundering “AML” is not
limited to the banks. Any organisation
that facilitates a financial transaction,
including non bank money transfer
businesses such as digital or mobile
payment services, life insurers, asset
managers and retailers – comes under the
scope of AML legislation worldwide. As
regulation gets more complex and widens
in scope, the cost of compliance continues
to rise. Keeping up with regulatory
developments is an increasingly onerous
task.
The opportunity for companies is clear.
Installing a robust, up-to-date AML
compliance programme and embedding it
effectively within your people, processes
and technology can yield multiple
business benefits not just with respect to
AML efforts but with other key global
compliance functions such as antibribery, export sanctions, fraud
monitoring and response, financial
controls and investigations and,
potentially, overall governance.

Globally and across Western Europe over
the past two years, money laundering, or
more specifically the risk of customers
laundering money using your
organisation, has been a major focus for
financial services organisations. AML has
been a key area of focus by the Central
Bank of Ireland for a number of years
both from an enforcement and
supervision perspective and the level of
fines continues to escalate, most recently
reaching €1.75 million euro. The current
cost of remediation for large institutions is
also in the region of millions of euros.
While the answers to questions on AML
this year were insufficient for Ireland to
draw any insights from, we can look at
the Western Europe results which
identified the following key points:
• Only 50% of money laundering (ML)
or terrorist financing (TF) incidents in
financial services respondents were
detected by system alerts.
• The two biggest challenges to effective
AML compliance cited by financial
services firms are the pace of
regulatory change (25%) and
complying with AML requirements
from multiple jurisdictions (17%)

• Over a third (35%) of financial firms
say the biggest challenge to their AML
systems is data quality (globally 33%)
• Only 7% of financial services firms
surveyed had been inspected and
needed to address significant issues
• Half (50%) of financial services firms
had not had a regulatory inspection in
the last two years
• One in ten (11%) of financial services
respondents have not carried out
money laundering or terrorist
financing risk assessments while 3% of
these don’t believe such assessments to
be necessary
• Under half (42%) of non-financial
services firms respondents are
monitoring for AML red flags for their
industry.

Have you taken
steps to improve
the quality of
your customer
data and related
governance?
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About the Survey

Participation Statistics
The survey was carried out in late 2015
and included 101 Irish organisations. It
forms part of the PwC 2016 Global
Economic Crime Survey completed by
6,337 representatives from over 115
countries around the world. Of the total
number (101) of Irish respondents, 38%
were directors or senior executives of
their respective organisations, 44%
represented privately owned companies,
35% represented publicly traded
companies and 27% represented
organisations with more than 10,000
employees, while 27% represented
organisations with less than 100
employees.
Respondents were from a wide variety of
industry sectors, the majority from
financial services (24%), technology
(12%), manufacturing (10%),
professional services (6%), government/
state-owned enterprises (6%),
pharmaceutical and life sciences (5%),
engineering and construction (4%),
energy, utilities and mining (5%),
aerospace and defence (4%).

Fig. 11: Industries Represented in Survey
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Respondents were representatives from
various functions including executive
management, finance, risk management,
internal audit, compliance, legal,
information technology and security.
Results were compiled by independent
experts and reported to PwC to protect
the anonymity of those surveyed. Further
information pertaining to the survey
demographics and definitions of
‘economic crime’ can be found in the PwC
Global Economic Crime Survey 2016.
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The Global report can be downloaded from www.pwc.com/crimesurvey
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PwC is the largest professional service firm in the world,
employing over 200,000 people worldwide. The
financial and reputational risks of economic crime and
disputes can be huge. Our team of accountants, lawyers,
former regulators, computer forensic specialists,
engineers and other experts can help to investigate,
analyse and resolve potential crises. Or better yet,
provide forensic advisory services up front to prevent
issues arising.
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Terminology

Accounting fraud

Cybercrime

Financial terms

Financial statements and/or other
documents are altered or presented in
such a way that they do not reflect the
true value or financial activities of the
organisation. This can involve accounting
manipulations, fraudulent borrowings/
raising of finance, fraudulent application
for credit and unauthorised transactions/
rogue trading.

Also known as computer crime; an
economic offence committed using the
computer and internet. Typical instances
of cybercrime are the distribution of
viruses, illegal downloads of media,
phishing and pharming and theft of
personal information such as bank
account details. This excludes routine
fraud whereby a computer has been used
as a by-product in order to create the
fraud and only includes such economic
crimes where computer, internet or use of
electronic media and devices is the main
element and not an incidental one.

When estimating financial losses due to
fraud, the participants should include
both direct and indirect loss. The direct
losses are the actual amount of fraud and
the indirect losses would typically include
the costs involved with investigation and
remediation of the problem, penalties
levied by the regulatory authorities, and
litigation costs. This should exclude any
amount estimated due to “loss of business
opportunity”.

Asset misappropriation, including
embezzlement/deception by
employees
The theft of assets (including monetary
assets/cash or supplies and equipment) by
directors, others in fiduciary positions or
an employee for their own benefit.
Bribery and corruption
The unlawful use of an official position to
gain an advantage in contravention of
duty. This can involve the promise of an
economic benefit or other favour, the use
of intimidation or blackmail. It can also
refer to the acceptance of such
inducements. Specific examples include
kickbacks, extortion, gifts (with strings
attached), facilitation payments, etc.
Competition law/Antitrust law
Law that promotes or maintains market
competition by regulating anticompetitive
and unfair business practices conduct by
organisations. Examples may include
price fixing, excessive, predatory or
discriminatory pricing, unfair trading
terms, and tying (i.e., stipulating that a
buyer wishing to purchase one product
must also purchase all or some of his
requirements for a second product).
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Economic crime
The intentional use of deceit to deprive
another of money, property or a legal
right.
Espionage
Espionage is the act or practice of spying
or of using spies to obtain secret
information.
Financial loss
When estimating financial losses due to
fraud, the participants should include
both direct and indirect loss. The direct
losses are the actual amount of fraud and
the indirect losses would typically include
the costs involved with investigation and
remediation of the problem, penalties
levied by the regulatory authorities, and
litigation costs. This should exclude any
amount estimated due to “loss of business
opportunity”.

Fraud risk assessment
Fraud risk assessments are used to
ascertain whether an organisation has
undertaken an exercise to specifically
consider:
1. The fraud risks to which operations
are exposed;
2. An assessment of the most
threatening risks (i.e., Evaluate risks
for significance and likelihood of
occurrence);
3. Identification and evaluation of the
controls (if any) that are in place to
mitigate the key risks;
4. Assessment of the general antifraud
programmes and controls in an
organisation; and
5. Actions to remedy any gaps in the
controls.

Human resources fraud
(recruitment and/or payroll fraud)
Fraud committed by members of the
Human Resources department, including
payroll fraud, ghost employees, pay-towork, recruitment (i.e., hiring friends
and/or relatives, hiring unqualified
individuals, falsification of documents,
etc.).
Incentive/pressure to perform
The individual has some financial
problem that he/she is unable to solve
through legitimate means so he/she
begins to consider committing an illegal
act as a way to solve the problem. The
financial problem can be professional
(e.g., job is in jeopardy) or personal (e.g.,
personal debt).
Insider trading
Insider trading refers generally to buying
or selling a security, in breach of a
fiduciary duty or other relationship of
trust and confidence, while in possession
of material, non-public information about
the security. Insider trading violations
may also include ‘tipping’ such
information, securities trading by the
person ‘tipped’, and securities trading by
those who misappropriate such
information.
IP infringement (including
trademarks, patents, counterfeit
products and services)
This includes the illegal copying and/or
distribution of fake goods in breach of
patent or copyright, and the creation of
false currency notes and coins with the
intention of passing them off as genuine.

Money laundering
Actions intended to legitimise the
proceeds of crime by disguising their true
origin.
Mortgage fraud
Mortgage fraud schemes employ some
type of material misstatement,
misrepresentation, or omission relating to
a real estate transaction which is relied on
by one or more parties to the transaction.
Opportunity or ability
The individual finds some way that he/
she can use (abuse) his/her position of
trust to solve the financial problem with a
low perceived risk of getting caught.
Procurement fraud
Illegal conduct, by which the offender
gains an advantage, avoids an obligation
or causes damage to his organisation. The
offender might be an employee, owner,
statutory board member, an official, a
public figure or a vendor who was
involved in the purchase of services,
goods or assets for the affected
organisation.
Rationalisation
The individual finds a way to justify the
crime to himself/herself in a way that
makes it an acceptable or justifiable act.
Tax fraud
An illegal practice where an organisation
or corporation intentionally avoids paying
its true tax liability.

Markets with a high level of
corruption risk
While corruption risk levels can be
subjective, for the purposes of this survey
we suggest a territory with a
Transparency International Corruption
Perception Index (“CPI”) score of 50 or
less be considered a market with a high
level of corruption risk. The link below
the responses will direct you to the
Transparency International list of
territories and CPI scores.
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